Paralympic Symbols

**Paralympic Logo**

On March 12, 1998, the Salt Lake Organizing Committee introduced its Paralympic Winter Games logo in a joint unveiling in Salt Lake City, Utah, and Nagano, Japan (during the VII Paralympic Winter Games). The logo features the Paralympic motto Mind, Body, Spirit represented by three red, green and blue marks that form an abstract image of an athlete in motion. Beneath the graphic are the words Salt Lake Paralympics 2002.

The logo includes a flowing graphic of three distinct marks:

- **UNITY**
  The red sphere represents the global unity of the Paralympic movement.

- **ATHLETE IN MOTION**
  The two broad, green and blue, lines below represent the athlete in motion.

- **MIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT**
  Underneath the green and blue lines is the International Paralympic Committee emblem. Three “Tae-Geuks” (comma shaped designs) in green, red and blue represent Mind, Body, Spirit. Tae-Geuks are Korean spiritual symbols used for decoration.

**Paralympic Flag**

The Paralympic flag displays the Paralympic emblem of “Mind, Body, Spirit,” which is the Paralympic motto.
Paralympic Symbols – Color by Number

This is the emblem of the 2002 Paralympics.

The motto for the Paralympic Winter Games is “Mind, Body, Spirit” represented by three comma-shapes at the bottom left. The circle stands for the unity of everyone who participates in the Paralympic Winter Games. The two lines represent athletes in motion.

1 – Red
2 – Green
3 – Turquoise